TRAVEL
By

Before immersing himself in the filming of
Holmes. Madrid Suite. 1890, José Luis
Garci’s vision of the London detective (“I
play Alcántara, an elegant and romantic
journalist, a friend of Watson”), the actor
Miguel Ángel Muñoz spent a few days
surfing and laughing with two of best female
riders in the world. They are the Californian
Courtney Conlogue and the Swiss AnneFlore Marxer, both members of the Swatch
Pro Team, the professional women’s team of
the famous watch company Swatch. The
place? The beaches of Hossegor, in France.
The occasion? The ProFrance Swatch Girls
championship

WITH
The next of Garci’s pet actors says goodbye to summer
in a weekend of waves, laughter, tongue-twisters and
karaoke in the company of the women from the Swatch
Pro Team. The three tell us their secrets for catching the
best waves in Hossegor, even in the fall.
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Anne-Flore Marxer
and Conlogue with
suits from Billabong.
Miguel Ángel Muñoz,
with neoprene suite
from Rip Curl, Wy
watch from Swatch.
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“I always liked athletic
women.”

The women, total
look from
Billabong.
Miguel Ángel, tshirt from Zara;
Bermuda shorts
from Quiksilver;
Slippers from Asics;
And watch from
Swatch.

SURF
DESTINATION
For the second year, the
Swatch Girls Pro France
championship, organized by
the Swatch watch brand, had
as its scene the beaches of
Seignosse in Hossegor, in
France’s Basque Country.
WHERE TO SLEEP
Possibly the best hotel in
Hossegor is the Les
Hortensias du Lac
(hortensias-du-lac.com), a
spectacular hotel in the
French Basque style of the
1930’s. But for surfing,
choose the Hộtel de la Plaget
(hotel-hossegor.fr) next to
the best beach.
MORE INFORMATION
Here you have everything
from a bullring to a pelota
court. If you come for the
waves, at hossegor.fr are all
the surf schools.

“They are very cool to be such a cracks.
An example to take for youngsters”
Pro France. The chemistry? Instantaneous!
Courtney and Anne-Flore were already friends
(who frequented the karaokes after the
competition), and they received Miguel Ángel as
one of themselves: “They are a lot of fun. AnneFlore wanted me to practice tongue-twisters with
her the whole time. We laughed a lot!” When we
asked the women about our actor, the answered,
laughing: “He only needs to try it again when the
sea is calm, and he will get the hang of it quickly.”
Addicted to the sensations of surfing
Of course, he is kidding. Although he himself
recognizes that he doesn’t have the skill of “these
two champions,” Miguel Ángel is not only good at
surfing, he is crazy about it. “Every year, if time
and money permit (I save all I can to be able to do
it) I go two or three months to Los Angeles to
continue training and to surf on Venice Beach. I
am very happy there! What does surfing give him
that is so attracted to it? “Freedom! To be floating
or struggling to catch a good wave. Concentration,
because it gives you the possibility of not thinking
about anything else. Contact with Nature, selfactualization, fun… I couldn’t stop staying things!”
And he found all of this in abundance at the
Swatch Girls Pro France. According to Anne-Flore
“it was one of the most entertaining competitions,

Miguel Ángel comments in first person
to us the postcards from these
unforgettable summer days.

“The clouds covered the
blazing sun. Everything turned
out perfect!”

“They seemed like old
friends, very agreeable
and humble”

ANNE-FLORE AND COURTNEY
TEACH YOU HOW TO SURF
* Choose a sunny day when the
sea is calm. And go together with
friends with the same skill level as
you, recommends Anne-Flore.
* According to Courtney, the
important thing is “not to bring
expectations for your first try and
know your limits as a beginner,
but without losing your
motivation and knowing that you
can achieve it.”
* At the beginning, says AnneFlore, “don’t go with very high
waves, this doesn’t help your
motivation and it could scare
you.” A trick? “Paint and
decorate your board to make it
yours, it is very cool when you
have a personalized board.”
* For Courtney, the essential thing
is “to take some classes with an
expert and believe in yourself.”
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“I really feel like
going back for a week
to enjoy the place.”

Left, t-shirt and belt from H&M;
pants from Dockers; cardigan from
American Vintage; and watch from
Swatch. Below, shirt, from Live’s
Red Tab; pants from Dockers; belt
from H&M; and watch from
Swatch.

“It was an unforgettable
day. Hossegor is ideal
for surf.”

WHEN THE WAVES ARE OVER
WE GO SKIING!
Prepare for a winter adrenalin rush. Anne-Flore
Marxer (in the photo) all-terrain rider, gives us her best
advice.
SNOW VS. SURF “In surfing the most difficult thing
is to learn to read the waves and keep your feet on the
board. When you achieve this, it looks a lot like
snowboard, depending on the speed of the wave and its
arrival.”
READ THE SNOW “With the snowboard you should
learn to use your strength and know how to see where
the snow is better and which is the best route to go
down the mountain.”

there was a really cool atmosphere. The rest of
the women were very nice and lots of fun to go
out with at night too!” Anne-Flore, current
world champion in freeride snowboarding, began
to surf at the age of five, because she needed a
“break from the beach and the sun,” and she is
already a member of Swatch’s professional team.
Her fellow surfer, Courtney, learned to swim at
one, at four she caught her first wave on a board,
and at 19 years of age, entered the WTC, the
women’s surf elite, consisting of only 17 riders:
“I am enjoying every moment of this
opportunity,” she ensures us.
And to finish off, imaginary guitars
Like Marxer, Courtney is also prominent in other
sports: “I love skateboarding, golf, martial arts,
cycling, athletics…” In spite of their
hyperactivity in sports, they have time to have
fun. In Hosseborg, Cortney, Miguel Ángel and
Anne-Flore wound up dancing at “the bar The
Moustache and organizing an air guitar party!”
Miguel Ángel Muñoz finally confesses, and
rightly so: “I feel like staying another week.”

After acting, the actor’s great
passion is action sports

